In this paper, the dynamic behaviors of several kinds of high strength fibers, including Kevlar, UHMPE, glass fibers, carbon fibers etc., are investigated experimentally, with a Split Hopkinson Tension Bar（SHTB）. The effect of strain rate on the modulus, strength, failure strain and failure characteristics of fibers, under impact loading, is analyzed with the relative stress vs. strain curves. At the same time, the mechanism about the rate dependence of mechanical behaviors of various fibers is discussed based on the understanding on the microstructures and deformation models of materials. Some comments are also presented on the decentralization of experimental results, and a new method called traveling wave method is presented to increase the experimental accuracy. Research results obtained in this paper will benefit to understand the energy absorption and to build up the constitutive law of protective materials reinforced by high strength fibers.
Introduction
Composites have played a very important role in the aerospace vehicle and other engineering as a structural material. Specially, the fiber reinforced polymer has many successful applications. Recently, the research on high strength fibers attracts many scientist's interests, because laminated composites, which are reinforced by Kevlar, ultra high modulus polyethylene (UHMPE), glass fiber, carbon fibers etc., are considered as effective energy-absorbing and guard materials, and can be used in the shield of structures and body armor [1, 2] .
In general, there are two kinds of high strength fiber: inorganic fiber and organic fiber. The former is represented by the glass fiber and carbon fiber, in the later, Kevlar, UHMPE etc. are the most common used in engineering.
In order to optimize the guard structure made of laminates reinforced by high strength fibers, the properties of composites, such as strength, stiffness, toughness, failure strain and de-bonding criterion, etc. must be known. However, the volume content of fibers in this kind of laminate, is up to about 80%, the understanding about mechanical properties of high strength fibers under different loading conditions is necessary.
The quasi-static properties of various fibers, and their microscopic deformation characteristics, have been studied for decades of years, and can be found in some handbooks. Now, some scientists and engineers pay more attentions in the dynamic properties of the high strength fibers under impact loading.
Ward, Brown [3, 4] investigated experimentally the impacting tensile behaviors of Nylon 66, Kevlar 29, Spectra and PBT, and found that strength, modulus and elongation of the above fibers decrease greatly, compared to that of quasi-static. In Ward's experiments [4] , the explosive loading was adapted to make the deformation rate of fibers up to 305m/s. Xiong [5] investigated the impacting properties of PVA 7901 and Twaron fibers at the average strain rate of 1500s -1 , by using an SHTB. The obvious rate dependence of fibers properties was shown, that modulus and ultimate tension strengths increase with the rising of loading rate. Xia [6] investigated impacting behaviors of some high strength fibers and deduced a constitutive model from the viewpoint of statistics.
However, no acceptable physical explanation has been given in references, about the rate sensitivity of fiber properties. And the experimental results reported by different research groups are often conflicted. We assumed that the contrary experimental phenomenon is rooted in different produce craft and process of fibers, and dissimilar test method used by various researchers.
In this paper, a modified SHTP is used to test the dynamic behaviors of several fibers, including the Kevlar 29/49, Twaron 2000, Dyneema, glass fiber and carbon fiber. The rate dependence of materials properties and its mechanism are the focus of this experimental research.
Material and Specimen Preparations
Kevlar is a kind of organic fiber with high strength, elastic modulus and toughness. The Kevlar family includes mainly Kevlar 29, 49, 149, 964 and 964c, which are often used in the cable, composite reinforcement and space capsule etc, respectively. The studies about the microstructures of Kevlar fibers show that Kevlar has high crystallinity, and is consisted of stretched chains. The mechanical behaviors and microscopic characteristics of Twaron 2000 are similar to that of Kevlar fibers.
The prominent advantage of carbon fibers is its perfect high temperature properties and thermostability. In general, carbon fiber is made from PAN or asphaltum, through oxygenization, carbonization and graphitization phases, and has high stiffness and strength, relative smaller density.
Among all fibers, glass fiber is used most widely as the reinforcement of composite because its low cost and simple produce process. However, its large density and low stiffness and modulus hinder its application in some special field, such as body armour, where the higher specific strength and stiffness are the most important factors. In our experiment, the E type glass fiber is adopted.
Dyneema fiber has the outstanding specific strength and modulus, similar to the Spectra fiber produced by Allied Signal Coorperation of USA, and has been thought as the most promising raw material for the bullet resistant light composite. As a variant of polyethylene, it has ultra high molecular weight and modulus, and highly orientated, stretched chain structure.
The basic parameters and quasi-static mechanical properties of all these fiber are listed in Tab.1. Fig.1 shows a specimen for impact test in an SHTB. Fibers are wrapped around two plate gaskets, then are stuck to notches of two junctions, which are linked with incidence 1046 PRICM-5 bar and transmission bar by screws. The gauge lengths of a specimen vary from 8mm to 40mm, in order to get different strain rates.
Fig.1 Specimen and its connection to Hopkinson Bar

Experiment Arrangement and Procedure
In our experiment, main testing device is a modified SHTB, which is designed and equipped in Institute of Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Sciences. The sketch map of an SHTB is shown in Fig.2 .
In an SHTB, a bullet is accelerated by the compressed air in pressure chamber, where the processes of air-filling and gassing are controlled by the piston and air-controlling device. When the bullet impacts the bearing bar, a tensile stress wave is produced and propagates rightward to the specimen. The linkage bar, between the bore bar and bearing bar, is used to adjust the stress wave profile.
On the incidence bar, a strain gauge of 2×3mm, with the sensitivity coefficient of 2.18, is stuck to measure the incidence and reflection wave. However, on the transmission bar, a semiconductor strain gauge with the sensitivity coefficient of 115.26 is used to catch a weak strain signal. In this experiment, we use a 50M amplifier and a Philips Pm3323 (500M) oscilloscopes to record transient signals.
The typical incidence/transmission wave profiles are shown in Fig.3 . It should be noted that a specimen is stuck to the junctions rather than incidence/transmission bars in order to improve the experiment efficiency. However, the involving of the threaded connection will result in additional oscillation in strain profiles.
In order to obtain testing results with a high accuracy, a new method, which is used to deduce the strain vs. stress relationships from strain signals, is put forward and called as traveling wave method. 
Results and Discussions
Fig .5 shows the strain vs. stress curves of fibers under the strain rate of about 1000s -1 . Some important mechanical parameters of these fibers are summarized in Tab.2, including of the impacting strength, failure strain and Young's Modulus.
Compared with Tab.1, we find that, 1. The Young's modulus of various fibers increases rapidly with the enlargement of deformation rate, as shown in Fig. 7 . 2. The effect of strain rate on the strength of fibers is complex. For some fibers, such as Dyneema, carbon fiber, the fiber strength is nearly independent to the strain rate. But for other fibers, under high deformation rate, a lower strength is exhibited in Fig. 6 . Fig. 8 shows that the failure strains of fibers increase obviously with the rising of the strain rate. Considering Fig.6 and 8 synthetically, we find that these fibers have stronger ability of energy-absorption under impact loadings.
It must be mentioned, the measurement of Young's modulus is not very accurate, because of the existence of 10~20µs rising edge and oscillation of wave profiles. And, the failure strain measured maybe is lager slightly than the true value, though some methods were used to reduce the measure error.
The molecules, etc., which can overcome the barriers, will diminish. So the fibers show a lager stiffness. As to the effect of strain rate on the fiber strength, it is more complex. In a cross section of single fiber, the stress and deformation are not distributed uniformly, and the initiation and evolvement of failure in fibers are not known. Carbon fiber is consisted of imperfect graphite crystals arranged along the axis of a fiber. The modulus of a fiber is determined mainly by the content, size and orientation of micro-crystals, while the strength of a fiber is controlled by the quantity and distribution of defects. The rate sensitivity of mechanical properties of fibers can be interpreted based on the folded model. When the deformation velocity decreases, the main deformation mechanism changed from the pure unfolding of carbon atoms to the unfolding accompanying with the slip of atoms.
The experimental results show the divergent to some degree. Except for the non-uniform of fibers, the micro-scale pullout of fibers from two junctions and the damage of fibers owed to the manufacturing procedure are the main causes. In this paper, 15 specimens are tested under single experimental condition to raise the degree of belief.
Conclusions
In this paper, the dynamic behaviors of several fibers, including of Dyneema, Twaron 2000, Kevlar 49, Kevlar 964, Kevlar 964c, carbon fiber and glass fiber, are obtained by using a modified SHTB devices. The stress vs. strain relationships of these fibers are drawn and summarized, 1. The Young's modulus and elongations of various fibers is very sensitive to the strain rate. 2. The effect of strain rate on the strength of fibers is more complex. A large part of fibers show lower strength under impact loading. 3. An explanation is presented to depict the effect of deformation velocity on the mechanical properties of various fibers.
